Download Do You Simplify Slope
Slope is often described as "rise over run." It indicates the vertical change of a line over a horizontal distance. If
you set the rise over the run, you get a fraction that describes the slope. Sometimes this fraction can be further
simplified by dividing the numerator and the denominator by their greatest common factor. This is the highest
number that will divide evenly into both terms.
in order to find the slope you need two sets of (x, y) coordinates. then you plug it in the formula (y2- y1) / (x2x1). The resulting fraction is the slope, simplify it if possible.
You can simplify a slope of 5/5 to `1. The number at m (that is, the slope) will behave like any other fraction.
You can always reduce it to lowest terms and / or give it a larger denominator (and numerator to match) if it
makes working the problem easier.
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The slope of line AB will be 1/2. Two parallel lines will always have the same slope, so if you know the slope
of one line that is parallel to another, you know the other line's slope.
Locate two points on the line. You can use two given points, or you can select any two points. It doesn’t matter
how far apart or close together the two points are, but keep in mind that if the points are closer together, there
will be less need to simplify the slope later.
To convert a point slope form equation to a slope-intercept form, you must simplify the equation. The simplified
equation has "y" on one side of the equals sign and everything else on the other.
If you have some tough algebraic expression to simplify, this page will try everything this web site knows to
simplify it. No promises, but, the site will try everything it has.
To calculate a percent slope, simply divide the elevation change in feet by the distance of the line you drew
(after converting it to feet). Multiply the resulting number by 100 to get a percentage value equal to the percent
slope of the hill.
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